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Perception-less Terrain Adaptation through
Whole Body Control and Hierarchical Optimization

C. Dario Bellicoso, Christian Gehring, Jemin Hwangbo, Péter Fankhauser, Marco Hutter

Abstract— This paper presents a control approach based on
a whole body control framework combined with hierarchical
optimization. Locomotion is formulated as multiple tasks (e.g.
maintaining balance or tracking a desired motion of one
of the limbs) which are solved in a prioritized way using
QP solvers. It is shown how complex locomotion behaviors
can purely emerge from robot-specific inequality tasks (i.e.
torque or reaching limits) together with the optimization of
balance and system manipulability. Without any specific motion
planning, this prioritized task optimization leads to a natural
adaption of the robot to the terrain while walking and hence
enables blind locomotion over rough grounds. The presented
framework is implemented and successfully tested on ANYmal,
a torque controllable quadrupedal robot. It enables the machine
to walk while accounting for slippage and torque limitation
constraints, and even step down from an unperceived 14 cm
obstacle. Thereby, ANYmal exploits the maximum reach of the
limbs and automatically adapts the body posture and height.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motion planning and control of legged robots is coupled
with several challenges. First, legged robots are typically
high-dimensional systems with partially redundant degrees
of freedom. Second, interaction with the environment is
achieved through multiple contact points which impose
changing contact constraints and interaction forces. Finally,
the environment itself is generally unknown and terrain
perception can be limited or absent altogether. To lower
the design complexity of motion and control algorithms,
locomotion is often described as a set of simpler tasks such as
body posture control to keep balance, limb motion to move,
or contact force constraints to prevent slippage. A theoretical
framework which accommodates this kind of decomposition
is the Whole Body Control (WBC) framework coupled with
Hierarchical Optimization (HO). Generally speaking, any
implementation that generates control signals for all the
actuated joints of a robotic system may be called a WBC;
however, literature has focused on WBC which implement,
at least, floating base inverse dynamics [16]. Tasks can be
either solved at the same priority through weighted average
or can be prioritized one w.r.t. the other [8].

The first implementations of HO were dealing exclu-
sively with equality constraint tasks (e.g. motion tracking
objectives) [20]. Inequality constraints, such as torque or
joint limits and friction cone bounds, were implemented by
means of potential fields [18], [17]. The first proper attempt
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Fig. 1. ANYmal is a fully torque-controllable quadrupedal robot, actuated
by custom developed series elastic actuators which provide very precise
torque control.

at explicitly taking into account inequality constraints has
been shown only in recent years [13]. The set of tasks
were solved as a cascade of Quadratic Programming (QP)
problems constrained by both equalities and inequalities. The
solution of each QP, together with its constraints, would
shape the space in which to search for the next solution.
However, computational requirements were very high, and
could become unfeasible to implement on a real time system.
Successive work has shown how this issue can be tackled
(e.g. [7]), by combining explicit inequality constraint han-
dling with the search of solutions in the null space of higher
priority tasks. This method yields QP problems which get
smaller as equality constraints are added to the cascade of
QPs.

In the present paper, we show how such a control approach
can be exploited to create adaptive behaviors for locomotion
over challenging terrain. Instead of integrating perception
and extending motion planning as a function of the environ-
ment, we present clever control tasks of different priorities
to exploit the large degree of mobility of legged systems and
automatically adapt to (uneven and unknown) ground.

Hence, our contribution is twofold: first, we show a con-
crete implementation of WBC using HO coupled with the full
system dynamics and motion planning for a walking behavior
on a real system; second, we also show how inequality
constraint tasks in the operational space can be used to
achieve reactive and perception-less adaptation to the terrain.
The proposed control framework was successfully tested on
the torque controllable quadrupedal robot ANYmal (Fig. 1).



II. MODEL FORMULATION

In general, a walking robot can be modeled as a system
with a free-floating base B to which legs and arms are
attached. The motion of the entire system can be described
w.r.t. a fixed inertial frame I . We write the position vector of
the base frame w.r.t. the inertial frame as IrIB ∈ R3 and use
unit quaternions to parametrize the orientation of the main
body. The limb joint generalized positions are stacked in the
vector qj ∈ Rnj . We write the generalized positions vector
q and the generalized velocities vector u as

q =

IrIBqIB
qj

 ∈ SE(3)× Rnj , u =

 IvIB
BωIB
q̇j

 ∈ Rnu , (1)

where nu = 6+nj , BωIB is the angular velocity of the base
w.r.t. the inertial frame expressed in B frame, and qIB ∈
SO(3) is the unit quaternion that projects the components
of a vector expressed in B frame to those of the same vector
expressed in I frame. The equations of motion of legged
systems can be written as [19]

M(q)u̇ + h(q,u) = ST τ + JTs λ, (2)

where M(q) ∈ Rnu×nu is the mass matrix and h(q,u) ∈
Rnu is the vector of Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity terms.
The selection matrix S =

[
0nτ×(nu−nτ ) Inτ×nτ

]
selects

which DoFs are actuated. If all limb joints are actuated,
then nτ = nj . The vector of constraint forces λ is mapped
to the joint space torques through the support Jacobian
Js ∈ R3nc×nu , which is obtained by stacking the constraint
Jacobians as Js =

[
JTC1

· · · JTCnc
]T

, with nc the number
of limbs in contact. Motion at the support contact points must
be constrained. If the feet are modeled as point contacts, then
each contact constraint introduces three equations IrIC(t) =
const, which can be differentiated twice to yield

I ṙIC = JCu = 0

I r̈IC = JC u̇ + J̇Cu = 0.
(3)

A. Support-consistent dynamics

As shown in [16], if the motion of the whole body
remains in the null space of the contact constraints described
in (3), then the equations of motion (2) can be projected
to a reduced space which still fully describes the system
dynamics. Assuming that JTs has full column rank ρ(JTs ) =
3nc, we can employ the QR decomposition to decompose
the support Jacobian

JTs = Q

[
R

0(nu−3nc)×3nc

]
=
[
Qc Qu

] [ R
0(nu−3nc)×3nc

]
,

(4)
where R ∈ R3nc×3nc , Qc = QSc ∈ Rnu×3nc and Qu =
QSu ∈ Rnu×(nu−3nc), with

Sc =

[
I3nc×3nc

0(nu−3nc)×3nc

]
, Su =

[
03nc×(nu−3nc)

I(nu−3nc)×(nu−3nc)

]
.

(5)

Fig. 2. Solving the locomotion problem requires to solve several sub-
tasks at the same time. These typically include solving for the equations of
motion, limiting the resulting contact forces to lie within the friction cone,
track a desired motion.

By left multiplying eq.(2) by QT , we can project the equa-
tions of motion to the contact constrained and unconstrained
spaces

QT
c [M(q)u̇ + h(q,u)] = QT

c S
T τ + Rλ (6a)

QT
u [M(q)u̇ + h(q,u)] = QT

uS
T τ , (6b)

As long as the motion of the system is in the null space of
the contact constraints (3), eq.(6b) describes the dynamics of
the entire system. Note that the constraint forces λ do not
appear in eq.(6b). These can be reconstructed from eq.(6a)
by writing

λ = R−1QT
C

[
M(q)u̇ + h(q,u)− ST τ

]
. (7)

III. HIERARCHICAL OPTIMIZATION

A task T can be defined as a set of linear equality and/or
inequality constraints on the solution vector x ∈ Rn:

T :

{
Ax− b = w

Dx− f ≤ v
, (8)

where w and v are slack variables to be minimized. A
set of tasks T1, . . . ,Tp can be either solved at the same
time, optionally weighted against each other, or in a strict
prioritized order. Solving p tasks yields an optimal solution
x∗. As shown in [7], to ensure strict prioritization the
next solution xp+1 can be found in the null space of all
higher priority equality constraints Zp = N

(
Ap

)
, with

Ap =
[
AT

1 . . . AT
p

]T
, of the higher priority constraints,

yielding x = x∗ + Zpzp+1, where zp+1 is a vector which
lives in the row space of Zp. Solving for a new task Tp+1

means computing z∗p+1 and v∗p+1 from the following QP



problem:

min.
zp+1,vp+1

1

2
‖Ap+1(x∗ + Zpzp+1)− bp+1‖2 +

1

2
‖vp+1‖2

s. t. Dp+1(x∗ + Zpzp+1)− fp+1 ≤ vp+1

Dp(x
∗ + Zpzp+1)− fp ≤ v∗p

...
D1(x∗ + Zpzp+1)− f1 ≤ v∗1

vp+1 ≥ 0.
(9)

Writing ξTp =
[
zTp vTp

]
, problem eq.(9) can be rewritten as

min.
ξp+1

1

2
ξTp+1Hp+1ξp+1 + cTp+1ξp+1

s. t. D̃p+1ξp+1 ≤ f̃p+1,

(10)

where

Hp+1 =

[
ZTpA

T
p+1Ap+1Zp 0

0 I

]
cp+1 =

[
ZTpA

T
p+1(Ap+1x

∗ − bp+1)
0

]

D̃p+1 =


Dp+1Zp −I
DpZp 0

...
D1Zp 0
0 −I

 , f̃p+1 =


fp+1 −Dp+1x

∗

fp −Dpx
∗ + v∗p

...
f1 −D1x

∗ + v∗1
0

 .
(11)

The computation of the null space basis Zp of the stack
of equality constraints A can be implemented employing
the QR or the SVD decomposition. To speed up the com-
putation time, we use the former decomposition, which has
a complexity that grows with the cube of the rows of its
argument. For this reason, the computation of the null space
of A becomes slower as more equalities are added to the
stack of tasks. A more efficient approach is then to use an
iterative approach. Given two full row rank matrices A1 and
A2, the null space basis of A =

[
AT

1 AT
2

]T
, Z2 can be

computed as

Z2 = N (A1)N (A2N (A1)) = Z1N (A2Z1) (12)

It can be easily shown that eq.(12) is a null space basis for
both A1 and A2:

A1Z2 = A1Z1N (A2Z1) = 0 · N (A2Z1) = 0 (13a)
A2Z2 = A2Z1N (A2Z1) = 0. (13b)

IV. WHOLE BODY CONTROL AS TASK FORMULATION

We formulate the WBC problem as a quadratic optimiza-
tion problem composed of linear equality and inequality
tasks. To this end, all (dynamic) constraints and objectives
need to be brought into the form of (8). This optimization
problem is then solved using the hierarchical optimization
algorithm to determine the desired actuator torques τ d.

A. Equality tasks

Dynamic consistency: The equations of motion of a me-
chanical system set a relationship between the generalized
accelerations u̇, the constraint forces λ and the actuation
torques τ . As shown in section II-A, as long as the motion
is in the null space of the contact constraints, the contact
forces can be expressed as a linear combination of torques
and resulting motion. As a consequence, we search for a
solution x in the space of motion and torques, resulting in

xd =
[
u̇Td τTd

]T
, (14)

with u̇d ∈ Rn and τ d ∈ Rr. Using this optimization variable,
the equations of motion (6b) can be written as

QT
u

[
−M(q) ST

]
xd = QT

uh(q,u). (15)

Contact motion constraints: Since legs in contact with
the ground are not allowed to move, the following task is
required to ensure contact consistency:[

IJFi 03×nτ
]
xd = −I J̇Fiu. (16)

Task space motion tracking: Similar to the motion con-
straints formulated for the feet in contact, we can also define
motion tasks for other points of interest such as e.g. the
system center of gravity. However, in contrast to the contacts,
we want to define these tasks often not with respect to the
inertial frame. In our previous works ([4], [5]) we have
shown how to estimate the terrain orientation by fitting a
plane through the most recent stance location of each foot.
The roll and pitch of this plane, together with the yaw
of the main body, define the orientation of the so-called
control frame C, in which we define our desired body and
feet motions. The mapping to operational space velocities
in the inertial frame is defined by Cv = CCI · Iv =
CCI · IJu, where CCI is the rotation matrix that projects
the components of a vector from I frame to C frame. The
control frame is time-varying, hence using the well known
relationship ĊCI = S(CωCI)CCI , where S(·) is the skew-
matrix operator defined as S(a)b = a×b, we can compute
the mapping between accelerations in I and C frame as
C v̇ = CJu̇+C J̇u. The tasks for different motion objectives
can now be formulated. Given a motion plan Cr

des
x,y , C ṙdesx,y

and C r̈
des
x,y for the x and y components of the center of mass,

tracking in the Operational Space can be achieved by writing[
CJBx,y 02×nτ

]
xd = C r̈

des
x,y + KD · C ˙̃rx,y

+ KP · C r̃x,y − C J̇Bx,yu,
(17)

where KP ,KD ∈ R2×2 are diagonal positive definite matri-
ces which define proportional and derivative gains, C ˙̃rx,y is
the velocity error C ṙdesx,y − C ṙx,y , and C r̃x,y is the position
error Crdesx,y − Crx,y .

The same approach is taken for the main body orientation
given the desired motion plan qdesCB and CωCB

des. The
orientation error is defined by the box minus operator [2]
which yields ϕ̃ = qdesCB �qCB ∈ R3, while the velocity error



is defined as Cω̃CB = Cω
des
CB − CωCB . Hence, the tracking

task can be written as[
CJBx,y 03×nτ

]
xd = KD · Cω̃CB + KP · ϕ̃− C J̇Bu.

(18)
Finally, for foot motions we define fifth order Hermite splines
which provide desired position, velocity and acceleration in
the control frame C. We define the i− th foot velocity error
as C

˙̃rFi = C ṙ
des
Fi
− C ṙFi and the position error as C r̃Fi =

Cr
des
Fi
− CrFi .[

CJFi 03×nτ
]
xd = C r̈

des
Fi + KD · C ˙̃rFi

+ KP · C r̃Fi − C J̇Fiu.
(19)

Energy optimization: Similar to the motion optimization
objectives, we can also introduce tasks for contact forces
or torques. These tasks are mostly taken at lowest priority.
Optimization of joint torque is typically used in order to
improve energetic efficiency [10]:[

0nτ×nu Inτ×nτ
]
xd = 0. (20)

Slippage reduction: In order to minimize contact forces,
which typically reduces the risk of slippage in case of model
uncertainty, we can formulate the following:

R−1QT
c

[
−M(q) ST

]
xd = R−1QT

c h(q,u). (21)

Manipulability optimization: Another very interesting op-
timization criterion is manipulability of the system in order to
stay away from non-singular postures. Rather than setting a
constant desired main body height w.r.t. the estimated terrain,
we can use this DOF to avoid the knee singularities of all
legs. To achieve this, we use the definition of manipulability
measure as described in [19]:

m(q) =
√

det
(
IJBF (q) · IJTBF (q)

)
, (22)

where IJB,F (q) is the 3×3 translational Jacobian that maps
leg joint velocities to the operational space linear velocities
of a foot. We set the desired height motion as a weighted sum
of the gradients of the manipulability measures of all legs
w.r.t. to the knee flexion-extension joints qkKFE and damp it
as a function of the main body height velocity:

I z̈
des
B = k0

nlegs∑
k=0

wk
∂mk(q)

∂qkKFE
− kdI żB

= k0

nlegs∑
k=0

wkmk(q) Tr{∂IJkBF
∂qkKFE

· IJ†kBF } − kdI żB ,

(23)
where IJ

†
kBF

is the pseudo-inverse of IJkBF , wk ≥ 0, wk ∈
R is the weighting relative to leg k, and k0 is a posi-
tive real weighting factor. We compute the Hessian matrix
∂IJkBF /∂qkKFE using the algorithms described in [11]. The
task can then be written as[

Sz 01×nτ
]
xd = I z̈

des
B , (24)

where Sz ∈ R1×nu is the row vector which selects the entry
in xd associated to the main body height motion.

B. Inequality Tasks

In order to set motion constraints rmin(t) ≤ r(t) ≤
rmax(t) in the configuration space, we can approximate r(t)
with its Taylor expansion around the current time instant t̄
truncated at the second derivative:

r(t) ' r(t̄) + ṙ(t̄)δt+
1

2
r̈(t̄)δt2, (25)

with δt = t− t̄. The inequality constraints

rmin ≤ r(t̄) + ṙ(t̄)δt+
1

2
r̈(t̄)δt2 ≤ rmax (26)

can be then rewritten as

δt2

2
Ju̇ ≤ (rmax − r(t̄))− δt

(
J +

δt

2
J̇

)
u

−δt
2

2
Ju̇ ≤ (r(t̄)− rmin) + δt

(
J +

δt

2
J̇

)
u.

(27)

The time interval δt can be interpreted as a degree of freedom
in the design of the control system. By setting it as δt = ktts
with ts the control period, the positive parameter kt ∈ R can
be tuned to set the number of control loops necessary for
the inequality constraints in eq.(27) to be deactivated, which
determines how soft the constraint will be perceived at the
configuration level.

Torque limits: Using this approach, we can formulate
the following joint torque limitation task to ensure that the
solution complies with the hardware limitations defined by
minimum τmin and maximum τmax admissible torques.[

0nτ×nu Inτ×nτ
0nτ×nu −Inτ×nτ

]
xd ≤

(
τmax1nτ×1
−τmin1nτ×1

)
, (28)

where 1nτ×1 =
[
1 · · · 1

]T ∈ Rnτ .
Contact force limits: To avoid slipping, the resulting

contact forces λ ∈ R3nc must be constrained to lie within the
friction cones. To obtain linear constraints, we approximate
the friction cone with a pyramid. Since we approximate
the local terrain with a plane whose orientation defines the
control frame, all the friction pyramids will be aligned with
it. Hence, given the friction coefficient µ, the heading I ĥ,
lateral I l̂ and normal I n̂ directions of the control frame
expressed in the inertial frame, the friction constraints on
the contact force Ifi for the i− th support leg can be written
as

(I ĥ− I n̂µ)T Ifi ≤ 0

−(I ĥ + I n̂µ)T Ifi ≤ 0

(I l̂− I n̂µ)T Ifi ≤ 0

−(I l̂ + I n̂µ)T Ifi ≤ 0.

(29)

To avoid jumps in the actuation signals when a leg is
switching between support and swing mode, we modulate
the normal component of fi according to the motion plan
by gradually limiting it to zero before lift-off, and gradually
ramping up from zero on touch-down. To achieve this, we
add two additional constraints:

fmini ≤ I n̂
T
Ifi ≤ fmaxi , (30)



where fmaxi is computed as a function of the stance and
swing phases, and fmini ≥ 0 is set to a fixed value. Equations
(29) and (30) can be rewritten in compact form as Bifi ≤ βi.
Using eq.(7), the task constraints in terms of xd will then be
written as

BR−1QT
c

[
M(q) ST

]
xd ≤ h(q,u)−BR−1QT

c β, (31)

where B =
[
BT

1 . . . BT
nc

]T
and β =

[
βT1 . . . βTnc

]T
.

Task space motion limits: To limit task space positions,
we make use of formulation (27). The main body height
IrIBz limits are set w.r.t. the footprint height hz , which is
computed as

hz =
1

nc

nlegs∑
k=0

wkIrIFk , (32)

where nc is the number of legs in contact. The weight wk
is 1 when leg k is in contact, 0 otherwise. The inequality
motion task can be written as

hmin ≤ IrIBz − hz ≤ hmax. (33)

As previously discussed, the task can be rewritten in joint
space as δt2

2
IJBz 01×nτ

−δt
2

2
IJBz 01×nτ

xd ≤

(
hmax − IrIBz + hz
IrIBz − hz − hmin

)
− δt

 (IJBz +
δt

2
I J̇Bz )

−(IJBz +
δt

2
I J̇Bz )

u.

(34)
Limb extensions limits can be seen as limits on the relative

motion between feet and hips. To achieve terrain adaptation,
we write these limits such that the hips will follow the z
component of the feet position in I frame. Hence, for each
leg k we write δt2

2
IJHkz 01×nτ

−δt
2

2
IJHkz 01×nτ

xd ≤

(
hmax − IrIHkz + hkz
IrIHkz − h

k
z − hmin

)
− δt

 (IJHkz +
δt

2
I J̇Hkz )

−(IJHkz +
δt

2
I J̇Hkz )

u,

(35)
where IJHkz is the third row of the Jacobian which projects
the generalized velocities to k − th hip linear velocities in
operational space, IrIHz is the z component of the position
of the k− th hip in world frame, hkz is the height of the foot
of the k− th leg, and hmin and hmax are the minimum and
maximum user-defined relative distances between a hip and
a foot.

V. TERRAIN ADAPTATION

In a previous work [4] we have successfully shown loco-
motion over unperceived tilted terrain. However, the method

Fig. 3. When a regular set of tasks is employed, walking down a high
step requires prior knowledge of the terrain and appropriate planning (left).
With our method, a robot can reactively adapt to unperceived steps (right).

described there fails when stepping down from a high step
as shown in Fig.3. The robot’s limb tries to blindly extend
until kinematic limits are encountered. In such a situation, it
is necessary to plan an appropriate whole-body motion which
should take into account several factors such as balancing and
kinematic limits. Instead, we can now exploit two advantages
of the HO framework: each task can set both equality and
inequality constraints in the Operational Space, and tasks are
solved in a strict prioritized order. We defer the problem of
designing a motion in the planning phase to the problem of
reacting to task constraints in the control phase. To achieve
this, we set an inequality constraint task which imposes limb
extensions limits at a higher priority than torso orientation
and height motion tracking, but at a lower priority than swing
foot motion tracking (see Tab.I). As soon as the kinematic
limits are violated, the main body will tilt towards the feet,
achieving a reactive and perception-less terrain adaptation
with no requirements on motion design (Fig.3). Balancing
and contact force limit tasks are solved with the highest
priority, which guarantees balance at all times.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Setup

Our experiments1 were conducted on ANYmal [9], an
accurately torque-controllable quadrupedal robot. Control
signals are generated in a 400Hz control loop which runs
on a dedicated on-board computer together with state esti-
mation [1] and communication with the drives. For model-
ing of kinematics and dynamics, we use the open-source
Rigid Body Dynamics Library [15] (RBDL), which is a
C++ implementation of the algorithms described in [3].
Table I describes which sub-tasks were implemented in each
experiment that we describe in the following subsections.
To numerically solve each optimization problem, we use a
custom version of the QuadProg++ [14] library, a C++ open-
source QP solver which implements the Active Set algorithm
described in [6].

B. Full terrain adaptation

To test our framework, we are using a simple motion
planner that implements a walking behavior based on the
Zero Moment Point (ZMP) [21]. We plan the motion of
the center of mass by solving a constrained Quadratic
Programming problem, as shown in [12] and [22]. By

1https://youtu.be/AjiLCbJUYKI



TABLE I
THE TASKS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS DESCRIBED IN SECTION VI-B.

EACH TASK IS ASSOCIATED WITH A PRIORITY (1 IS THE HIGHEST).

Priority Task
1 Equations of Motion
2 No contact motion
3 Torque limits
4 Friction cone and λ modulation
5 Desired torso x, y position
6 Swing foot motion tracking
7 Limb kinematic limits
8 Main body yaw
9 Main body height
10 Main body roll and pitch
11 Contact force minimization

-0.4 -0.35 -0.3 -0.25 -0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05

-0.05

0

0.05

10 12 14 16 18 20

×10 -3
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Estimated COM position

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

Fig. 4. The tracking behavior of the center of mass (COM) of the whole
body during a ZMP based walking gait. During this experiment, the position
error had an upper bound of 3.4 mm.

minimizing the desired accelerations of the motion plan,
the optimization problem provides the coefficients of a fifth
order Hermite spline which result in a smooth continuous
motion. The results presented in Fig.4 show the tracking
performance obtained while walking on flat terrain. To
execute locomotion over uneven terrain, we implement the
method discussed in section V, i.e. we constrain the motion
of the main body to avoid over-extension of the limbs. We
achieve this by setting an inequality task which has a higher
priority than main body height and orientation tracking tasks
described in section IV. The step-down sequence depicted in
Fig.5 shows how the control framework allows to negotiate
a 14cm step (23% of the maximum leg length). Automatic
terrain adaptation is achieved when the orientation tracking
task is subject to the higher priority limb extension kinematic
limits. The 10-14 s time interval from Fig.6 shows how the
orientation error is kept low as long as the relative distance on
the Iz direction is below the kinematic limits, which can be
set by the user. When the foot motion is such that these limits

are violated, the control framework tries to deactivate them
by tilting the main body in the direction of the foot motion.
Fig.6 additionally shows that the main body height tracking
task performance also degrades during the adaptation phase.
The entire adaptation behavior can be summarized in the
following steps, clarified in Fig.5: 1) the desired height of
the right front (RF) leg is gradually lowered until a touch-
down event is registered; 2) when the limb extensions limits
are violated for the RF leg, the main body torso orientation
adapts by tilting forward; 3) the left hind leg (LH) kinematic
limits are violated because of the main body tilting, so the
height of the main body gradually decreases until the limits
are no longer active.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A whole body control framework was implemented which
uses hierarchical optimization to solve a set of prioritized
tasks. We present a clever combination of several inequality
tasks in order to optimally exploit the system redundancy
and hence adaptively shape the motion of the robot as a
function of the terrain. The framework has allowed ANYmal,
a fully torque-controllable quadrupedal robot, to overcome
unperceived steps, with no requirement on motion design
from the user. The framework has been thoroughly tested in a
series of experiments, which include walking, manipulability
optimization and terrain adaptation. Next steps involve using
this framework to implement features such as self-collision
avoidance and the use of additional limbs such as arms to
allow for manipulation.
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